The Inc3B determinant of plasmid pT181. A mutational analysis.
A region encompassing the origin of replication of staphylococcal plasmid pT181 has previously been shown to express an incompatibility effect denoted Inc3B, when cloned into another replicon (Novick et al. 1984). In an attempt to understand the mechanism of this incompatibility effect, and its relationship with the function of the replication origin, mutants deficient in this property were isolated and characterized. The results obtained suggest that the Inc3B effect is due to the competition for replication between the replication origin cloned in a hybrid and the origin of an autonomous plasmid. The Inc3B-deficient mutants isolated expressed different degrees of residual incompatibility. The inc3B mutations which did not express any incompatibility were found also to inactivate the function of the replication origin. All the other mutants which expressed residual Inc3B had a functional origin but presented a significantly reduced ability to use this origin when coexisting with a plasmid using a wild-type pT181 origin. It is suggested that these inc3B mutations represent a new type of origin mutation which affects the ability of the origin to compete with other origins using the same replication system, though the function per se of the origin is not significantly impaired.